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Plaintiffs-Appellants, two federally recognized Indian Tribes, the corporate

entities wholly owned by the Tribes, and the Tribes’ regulatory entities (together,

the “Tribes” or “Appellants”), respectfully submit this brief in support of their

appeal of the District Court’s Memorandum and Order dated September 30, 2013

denying Appellants’ motion for a preliminary injunction (“Op.”).

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

This case presents several issues of national importance: the sovereign

rights of Indian tribes in the modern world of e-commerce; the power of a state

official to act with the express purpose of destroying out-of-state tribal businesses;

and the necessity of weighing federal, tribal, and state interests when a state’s

actions target tribal activity in the context of their dealings with non-Indians.

Appellees, the New York State Department of Financial Services (“DFS”)

and its Superintendent, Benjamin Lawsky (together, the “State”), have launched a

market-based campaign explicitly designed to destroy Tribal enterprises operated

from the Tribes’ lands in Oklahoma and Michigan and governed by Tribal law.

There is no real dispute that the State’s actions threaten potentially ruinous harm to

the Tribes. Thus, the only issue that was left for the District Court to decide was

whether there are fair grounds to litigate the question whether the State’s actions

unlawfully infringe on tribal sovereignty. The Tribes are likely to succeed on the

merits of this issue.
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First, when State actions infringe on tribal sovereignty, Supreme Court

precedent requires a balancing of federal, tribal, and state interests. The District

Court committed clear legal error by failing to conduct any such analysis. Here,

the State’s actions, which reach out beyond State borders, are expressly directed at

on-reservation Tribal businesses in the context of their dealings with non-Indians.

In fact, the impact on the on-reservation Tribal businesses was the State’s stated

goal, rather than “merely a collateral consequence,” as the District Court held. Op.

at 11 (Joint Appendix (“A”)-279). As a result, the District Court should have

conducted an interest-balancing test. See California v. Cabazon Band of Mission

Indians, 480 U.S. 202, 216 (1987) (“state burden on tribal Indians in the context of

their dealings with non-Indians” required interest balancing). Moreover, the

District Court’s narrow geographical focus is incompatible with the analysis

required by well-settled Indian jurisprudence, particularly because tribal e-

commerce necessarily has on-and-off-reservation contacts, making the interest-

weighing framework even more appropriate.

Second, under the interest-balancing analysis, the Tribes are likely to

prevail. The State’s purported interest in protecting New York borrowers from

short-term loans is diluted by the fact that such loans remain available from both

licensed lenders in New York and from state or federally chartered banks, which

are permitted to export their home state’s interest rates to New York residents. In
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addition, the State has failed to identify any particularized harm caused by Tribal

lending in New York that would justify putting the Tribes out of business. In

contrast, the Tribes’ interests are of paramount importance. The businesses that

the State seeks to destroy provide revenues that are critical for vital on-reservation

needs.

Lastly, the District Court completely failed to address the various important

federal interests at stake in this case. The federal government and the Supreme

Court have long afforded special protections to value-creating commercial

enterprises established by tribes to promote economic self-sufficiency, which today

include e-commerce businesses. The federal government also has an interest in

cooperative regulation of short-term lending as evidenced by the recent efforts of

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”).

For all of these reasons, this Court should reverse the District Court’s denial

of the Tribes’ motion for a preliminary injunction.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The District Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

§§ 1331 and 1362. The District Court denied the Tribes’ motion for a preliminary

injunction on September 30, 2013, and the Tribes timely filed a Notice of Appeal

on October 4, 2013. This Court has jurisdiction over this interlocutory appeal of
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the District Court’s denial of a request for a preliminary injunction under 28 U.S.C.

§ 1292(a)(1). See Zervos v. Verizon N.Y., Inc., 252 F.3d 163, 167 (2d Cir. 2001).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Whether the District Court abused its discretion by: (i) failing to conduct an

interest-balancing analysis when the State has explicitly targeted Tribal e-

commerce activity occurring on-reservation; and (ii) failing to give any weight to

either the vital Tribal interests in providing essential services to Tribal members or

the important federal interest in promoting tribal self-sufficiency.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Tribes filed a complaint in the District Court on August 21, 2013 and a

motion for a preliminary injunction on August 23, 2013, seeking to enjoin the

State’s campaign to destroy their online lending businesses. The District Court

denied the Tribes’ motion for a preliminary injunction on September 30, 2013, and

the Tribes filed a Notice of Appeal on October 4, 2013.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Since the Nation’s founding, it has been the responsibility of Congress to

respect and protect Indian sovereignty. In more recent times, Congress established

a specific federal goal of promoting tribal economic development and self-

sufficiency. Much progress has been made toward this goal over the years, as

many tribes have developed gaming businesses. But gaming has not been a

sufficient answer for tribes that are located in more isolated geographic areas.
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Some of these tribes have found a more viable path through e-commerce.

Appellant Tribes are among those that have developed short-term, online lending

businesses in order to achieve economic growth and self-sufficiency.

The Tribes have painstakingly ensured that their lending practices adhere to

best practices and provide valuable services to customers. For example, the Tribes

have enacted Tribal regulatory codes and ordinances governing Tribal lending and

establishing the legal framework for creating lending and regulatory entities.

Declaration of John Shotton in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction

(“Shotton Decl.”) ¶¶ 17-19 (A-41); Declaration of James Williams, Jr. in Support

of Motion for Preliminary Injunction (“Williams Decl.”) ¶¶ 11-18 (A-78-80). The

Tribes clearly explain the terms of the loans, including that customers consent to

be governed by Tribal laws and jurisdiction. Shotton Decl. ¶ 21 (A-42); Williams

Decl. ¶ 19 (A-80).

The application process for the loans offered by the Tribes takes place

through websites owned and controlled by the Tribes. Customers fill out an online

application, which is reviewed and assessed by Tribal loan underwriting systems.

The loans are funded by Tribally-owned bank accounts and are regulated by Tribal

law. In short, the Tribes have the ultimate authority over the loan process. See Op.

at 9-10 (A-277-78). The loans are offered by Tribal lending businesses located on-

reservation, all loan agreements between the Tribal lenders and the customers
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occur online, and customers explicitly consent to be governed by Tribal law and

subject to Tribal jurisdiction. Shotton Decl. ¶ 21 (A-42); Williams Decl. ¶ 19 (A-

80). The revenue from these loans provides direct, vital funding for essential

Tribal functions, such as housing, schooling, childcare, and elderly care. Shotton

Decl. ¶¶ 22, 29 (A-42).

The loans are an important product for consumers who have limited access

to traditional credit markets because they provide a valuable alternative to bounced

checks or overage charges from credit card companies. Declaration of Barry

Brandon in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction (“Brandon Decl.”) ¶ 26

(A-93). In fact, many legislators and commentators have recognized the utility of

short-term lending.1

1 For example, Congressman Erik Paulsen of Minnesota noted that “payday
lenders fill a very valuable niche market where banks and credit unions have left a
void.” House Cmte. on Fin. Servs. (Apr. 2, 2009), available at http://www.gpo.
gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-111hhrg51583/pdf/CHRG-111hhrg51583.pdf. Studies have
shown that in states where short-term lending is not permitted, households “have
bounced more checks, complained more to the Federal Trade Commission about
lenders and debt collectors, and filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection at a
higher rate.” In addition, they have found that “payday credit is preferable to
substitutes such as the bounced-check ‘protection’ sold by credit unions and banks
or loans from pawn shops.” D. Morgan and M.Strain, Payday Holiday: How
Households Fare After Payday Credit Bans, Nov. 2007 (rev. Feb. 2008), available
at http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/staff_reports/sr309.html. As the Seventh
Circuit noted in Midwest Title Loans, Inc. v. Mills, 593 F.3d 660 (7th Cir. 2010),
many authorities recognize that payday lending provides valuable credit to people
who otherwise would be unable to borrow. Id. at 663.
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On August 5, 2013, the State commenced a multi-pronged campaign that

targeted, and is destroying, the Tribes’ on-reservation lending businesses and the

online-lending market generally. As part of its campaign, the State has made

unsubstantiated, derogatory statements about the Tribes to their most important

business partners—accusing the Tribes and others of making “illegal loans.” The

State has also ominously suggested that it is in the business partners’ “best

interests” to cease conducting business with the Tribes, thereby pressuring them to

cooperate.

First, the State sent letters to over a hundred banks stating that it will

“aggressively pursue appropriate enforcement” against “illegal online payday

lending”—thus pressuring the banks to cut off the Tribes from services required to

facilitate payments to and from consumers, not only in New York, but throughout

the United States. The State also made clear its intent to “choke off” the Tribal

lenders and that it was in the banks’ interest to assist the State in its campaign.

Shotton Decl. ¶¶ 32-35 (A-43-44), Ex. C (DFS letter to financial institutions) (A-

63) (“We are requesting that you work with us … to choke off ACH access to the

35 illegal lenders DFS’s investigation has identified to date, as well as the broader

payday lending industry. Doing so is not only in the interest of your customers

who will be protected from these predatory loans. It is also in your bank’s long-
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term interest to take appropriate action to help ensure that it is not serving as a

pipeline for illegal conduct.”) (emphases added).

Next, the State sought the cooperation of the National Automated Clearing

House Association (“NACHA”) by sending a letter to NACHA with similarly

unsubstantiated, prejudicial, and unspecific accusations about the Tribes. NACHA

then spread the word to its 11,000 members. See Shotton Decl., Ex. D (A-68-70)

(DFS letter to NACHA) (“The Department has uncovered dozens of out-of-state

lenders that have used the Internet to solicit and provide illegal payday loans to

consumers in New York.… Access to the ACH system is the foot in the door that

online payday lenders need to prey on vulnerable New Yorkers.… We are

requesting that you work with us to choke off ACH access to the 35 illegal lenders

DFS’s investigation has identified to date, as well as the broader illegal payday

lending industry.”) (emphases added).

Although the State has attacked these loans as illegal, their accusations

regarding the Tribes are unfounded. Given the Tribes’ unambiguous disclosures,

the State’s investigation has uncovered no evidence that consumers were deceived.

For instance, to support its assertion that the Tribes committed wrongdoing, the

State submitted a single complaint against Appellant American Web Loan, Inc.

(“AWL”) alleging that the customer was misled about interest payments. The

State’s own submission, however, attached an AWL contract that clearly explains
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the exact terms of AWL loans. Declaration of Max J. Dubin in Opposition to

Motion for Preliminary Injunction (“Dubin Decl.”) ¶ 17 (A-145) & Ex. 3 (A-166-

78).

The State’s campaign worked as intended, and the market has been

“spooked.” As a result of the State’s campaign, for example, the money that

Appellant Great Plains Lending, LLC (“Great Plains”) needs to market and fund

new loans for new borrowers has dried up, and since the Tribes’ initial motion,

Great Plains has been unable to originate loans for new borrowers anywhere in the

United States. Declaration of John Shotton in Support of Emergency Motion for

Expedited Appeal (“Shotton Supp. Decl.”) ¶ 17 (A-292). Similarly, the loan

portfolio of Appellant Red Rock Tribal Lending, LLC (“Red Rock”) is down

roughly 37%. Declaration of James Williams, Jr. in Support of Emergency Motion

for Expedited Appeal (“Williams Supp. Decl.”) ¶ 17 (A-286).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The District Court abused its discretion by denying the Tribes’ motion for a

preliminary injunction because they have shown irreparable harm, fair grounds for

litigation and a likelihood of success on the merits, and that the balance of

hardships weigh in their favor.

On the merits, the District Court improperly ignored the targets of the State’s

actions, which were the Tribes’ on-reservation businesses and their transactions
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with non-tribal members. Instead, it decided that the threshold question was

whether the activity that the State purports to regulate occurred on-or-off

reservation. In doing so, the District Court deviated from well-settled Indian

jurisprudence articulated in White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Bracker, 448 U.S. 136

(1980), and Cabazon, which requires that, when the target of state action is the

reservation in the context of transactions with non-Indians, a court must weigh the

relevant federal, tribal, and state interests. Here, the self-professed target of the

State’s actions is the Tribal businesses. Thus, the District Court committed

reversible error by failing to conduct any interest-weighing analysis. In addition,

the unique aspects of Tribal e-commerce businesses necessitate contacts both on-

and off-reservation. Thus, the District Court’s overly simplistic geographic

analysis focusing only on the borrower’s location was improper.

Under the required interest-balancing analysis, the Tribes are likely to

prevail on the merits. One the one hand, the purported State interest in protecting

consumers is relatively weak in light of the fact that similar short-term loans are

available to consumers from other sources. On the other hand, the Tribal interest

in preserving on-reservation businesses that provide critical revenue for vital Tribal

functions—as well as a valuable service to its customers—are paramount. In

addition, there are strong federal interests in promoting the economic self-

sufficiency of Indian nations and in the uniform regulation of short-term lending.
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ARGUMENT

I. LEGAL STANDARDS

Preliminary injunction. The standard for issuing a preliminary injunction is

well settled: A party seeking a preliminary injunction must demonstrate “(1)

irreparable harm in the absence of the injunction and (2) either (a) a likelihood of

success on the merits or (b) sufficiently serious questions going to the merits to

make them a fair ground for litigation and a balance of hardships tipping decidedly

in the movant’s favor.” Merkos L’Inyonei Chinuch, Inc. v. Otsar Sifrei Lubavitch,

Inc., 312 F.3d 94, 96 (2d Cir. 2002).2

Abuse of discretion. A district court abuses its discretion when (1) its

decision rests on an error of law (such as application of the wrong legal principle)

or a clearly erroneous factual finding, or (2) its decision—though not necessarily

the product of a legal error or a clearly erroneous factual finding—cannot be

located within the range of permissible decisions. Zervos, 252 F.3d at 172; see

2 Although this Court has noted that a party seeking to enjoin governmental
action taken pursuant to a statutory or regulatory scheme must show a “probability
of success” on the merits, see Monserrate v. N.Y. State Senate, 599 F.3d 148, 154
(2d Cir. 2010), the Court has also noted that the “probability of success” standard
“need not always be followed merely because a movant seeks to enjoin
government action,” Haitian Ctrs. Council, Inc. v. McNary, 969 F.2d 1326, 1339
(2d Cir. 1992). This is particularly true when, as here, there are public interests on
both sides and the State’s action is arguably not taken pursuant to any statutory
scheme. See also Time Warner Cable of N.Y. City v. Bloomberg LP, 118 F.3d 917,
923 (2d Cir. 1997); Patton v. Dole, 806 F.2d 24, 30 (2d Cir. 1986).
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also Reuters Ltd. v. United Press Int’l, Inc., 903 F.2d 904, 907 (2d Cir. 1990)

(reversing district court’s denial of preliminary injunction).

II. THE DISTRICT COURT ITSELF RECITED THAT
THE STATE’S ACTIONS ARE THREATENING
RUINOUS, IRREPARABLE HARM TO THE TRIBES

“A showing of irreparable harm is the single most important prerequisite for

the issuance of a preliminary injunction.” Faiveley Transp. Malmo AB v. Wabtec

Corp., 559 F.3d 110, 118 (2d Cir. 2009) (citation omitted). Irreparable harm

occurs when state action threatens to infringe on tribal sovereignty, which includes

threats to tribal economic activity. See, e.g., Seneca-Cayuga Tribe v. Oklahoma,

874 F.2d 709, 716 (10th Cir. 1989); Seneca Nation of Indians v. Paterson, No. 10-

687, 2010 WL 4027795, at *2 (W.D.N.Y. Oct. 14, 2010) (finding irreparable harm

and staying enforcement of a tax amendment because damage to the tribe’s tobacco

economy “may be too late to undo” even if later overruled on appeal).

Furthermore, driving a party out of business constitutes irreparable harm. See, e.g.,

Entergy Nuclear Vt. Yankee, LLC v. Shumlin, No. 12-707, 2013 WL 4081696, at

*22 (2d Cir. Aug. 14, 2013) (finding irreparable harm when state regulation would

force the closing of a power plant); Nemer Jeep-Eagle, Inc. v. Jeep-Eagle Sales

Corp., 992 F.2d 430, 435 (2d Cir. 1993) (“[A] threat to the continued existence of

a business can constitute irreparable injury.”).
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There is no dispute that the Tribes’ lending businesses are of vital

importance to the Tribes. Online lending “generates almost half of the Plaintiff

Otoe-Missouria Indian Tribe’s non-federal revenue,” and “forty-six percent of the

operating budget” of Appellant Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa

Indians. Op. at 2 (A-270). This revenue “constitutes an essential resource for their

government payroll and services.” Id.

The District Court further recited that “many of Plaintiffs’ business partners

have cut back or cut off entirely their financial dealings with the Tribes,” and that

“these developments pose a potentially ruinous threat to the Tribes’ financial

viability.” Op. at 4 (A-272). In finding that the Tribes have standing, the court

concluded that “the State was a cause” of the “infringement of the Tribes’

sovereignty.” Id. at 7-8 (A-275-76).

The State’s campaign has continued to take its toll since the Tribes filed

their initial motion. The Tribes have seen financing for marketing and the

origination of new loans disappear. See Shotton Supp. Decl. ¶ 17 (A-292);

Williams Supp. Decl. ¶¶ 14-15 (A-286). They also have been forced to seek out

the very few third-party processors that remain willing to do business with them

and have had to accede to new and onerous obligations and fees imposed by

vendors. Shotton Supp. Decl. ¶¶ 18-19 (A-293); Williams Supp. Decl. ¶ 16 (A-

286). Moreover, the District Court’s denial of an injunction has effectively given
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the State’s actions an imprimatur of legitimacy, thus furthering the Tribes’ loss of

business partners and deterring potential future business partners. The Tribes’

businesses are currently left struggling to function. Shotton Supp. Decl. ¶¶ 17-20

(A-292-93); Williams Supp. Decl. ¶¶ 13-19 (A-286-87).

In light of the irreparable harm to the Tribes, as recited by the District Court,

the only issue is whether there is a substantial question on the merits.

III. THE TRIBES HAVE DEMONSTRATED FAIR GROUNDS FOR
LITIGATION AND ARE LIKELY TO PREVAIL ON THE MERITS

The Tribes have not only raised sufficiently serious questions constituting

fair grounds for litigation, but they are likely to prevail on the merits because:

(1) as described above, there is irreparable harm to the Tribes’ sovereignty and

businesses today, which threatens Tribal community services in the near future;

and (2) the District Court abused its discretion by failing to apply the correct,

interest-balancing, analytic framework.

A. The District Court Opinion

The District Court improperly ignored the target of the State’s actions,

which was the Tribes’ on-reservation businesses and their transactions with non-

tribal members. It incorrectly held that “the first step in assessing the State’s

regulatory power is to determine whether the activity that the State is seeking to

regulate is taking place on Tribal land or off it.” Op. at 9 (A-277). Finding “that

the activity the State seeks to regulate is taking place in New York, off of the
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Tribes’ lands,”3 the District Court ruled that “the Tribes are subject to the State’s

non-discriminatory anti-usury laws.” 4 Op. at 11-12 (A-279-80) (citing Mescalero

Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145, 148-49 (1973)).

The District Court’s overly-simplistic, on-or-off reservation approach

deviated from binding precedent. For over three decades, the Supreme Court has

required an interest-weighing analysis when state action targets tribal on-

3 The District Court adopted the reasoning of Quick Payday, Inc. v. Stork,
549 F.3d 1302 (10th Cir. 2008), regarding the “locus of the regulated activity.” Id.
at 1304. This case, however, is inapplicable here because it dealt with whether an
out-of-state, non-Indian lender was subject to a state’s lending statutes and whether
the state’s enforcement violated the Dormant Commerce Clause. Under Indian
jurisprudence, however, it is axiomatic that “[t]he policy of leaving Indians free
from state jurisdiction and control is deeply rooted in the Nation’s history.” Rice v.
Olson, 324 U.S. 786, 789 (1945). Moreover, “[t]he unique historical origins of
tribal sovereignty make it generally unhelpful to apply … standards … that have
emerged in other areas of the law.” Bracker, 448 U.S. at 143.

4 The District Court relied on Colorado v. Cash Advance and Preferred
Cash Loans, 205 P.3d 389 (Colo. App. 2008), for the erroneous assertion that
“online lending constitutes regulable off-reservation activity.” Op. at 10 (A-278).
Cash Advance, however, involved whether investigative subpoenas and contempt
citations, authorized by specific state enforcement statutes, could be issued to two
lending entities with potential tribal affiliations. 205 P.3d at 401. Importantly, the
court noted that “to say substantive state laws apply to off-reservation conduct,
however, is not to say that a tribe no longer enjoys immunity…. There is a
difference between the right to demand compliance with state laws and the
means available to enforce them.” Id. at 399 (emphasis added). In fact, Cash
Advance holds “that the Miami Nation and the Santee Sioux Nation are immune
from any action … the Attorney General may bring [to enforce state lending
laws].” Id. Cash Advance thus does not stand for the proposition that (1) tribal
online-lending transactions are not subject to interest-weighing, or (2) tribal online
lending transactions subject Indian tribes to pervasive state regulation, much less to
the State’s campaign here.
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reservation activity in the context of the tribes’ dealings with non-tribal members.

See, e.g., Cabazon, 480 U.S. at 216-17; Washington v. Confederated Tribes of the

Colville Indian Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 155 (1980). Although it is true that the

doctrine of Tribal sovereignty has a “significant geographical component,”

Bracker, 448 U.S. at 151, the District Court abused its discretion because the

threshold test is not geography, but rather, the target of the state action. The fact

that some consumers are located in New York, whom the State is purportedly

seeking to protect, does not end the inquiry. See F.T.C. v. Payday Fin., LLC, No.

11-3017, 2013 WL 1309437, at *11 (D.S.D. Mar. 28, 2013) (“treating the

nonmember’s physical presence as determinative ignores the realities of our

modern world that a defendant, through the internet or phone, can conduct business

on the reservation and can affect the Tribe and tribal members without physically

entering the reservation.”). In this case, the target of the state action was clearly

the Tribes’ on-reservation businesses and their transactions with non-Indians.

Thus, by burdening those transactions, the State has infringed on tribal

sovereignty, triggering the requirement that the Court weigh and balance the

relevant federal, tribal and state interests.

B. The District Court Erred by Failing To Weigh the Relevant Federal,
Tribal, and State Interests Under Binding Precedent

The Supreme Court has consistently required courts to assess the legality of

state action through an interest-weighing analysis whenever the actions targets on-
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reservation tribal businesses in the context of its dealings with non-Indians. See,

e.g., Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc. v. Bureau of Revenue of New Mexico, 458

U.S. 832, 837 (1982); New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 U.S. 324, 333

(1983); Colville, 447 U.S. at 155. In the seminal case, Bracker, Arizona sought to

apply its motor carrier license and fuel taxes to non-Indian logging companies that

harvested and transported timber for a tribal timber company on an Indian

reservation. The Supreme Court assessed whether the state’s assertion of taxation

authority over non-Indians’ on-reservation activities “unlawfully infringe[d]” on

tribal sovereignty. 448 U.S. at 142-45. The Court observed that “[t]his inquiry is

not dependent on mechanical or absolute conceptions of state or tribal sovereignty,

but has called for a particularized inquiry into the nature of the state, federal, and

tribal interests at stake, an inquiry designed to determine whether, in the specific

context, the exercise of state authority would violate federal law.” Id. at 145. The

Court found that the state’s general interest in raising revenue was outweighed by

the federal and tribal interests, including the “general federal policy of encouraging

tribes ‘to revitalize their self-government’ and to assume control over their

‘business and economic affairs,’” and the “economic burden of the asserted taxes”

on the tribe, and it thus concluded that the taxes were impermissible. Id. at 149-51.

The interest-balancing analysis was articulated and applied again in

Cabazon. In that case, an Indian tribe sought to prevent a county from regulating
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gambling inside the reservation. The Supreme Court observed that “[t]his case

also involves a state burden on tribal Indians in the context of their dealings with

non-Indians since the question is whether the State may prevent the Tribes from

making available high stakes bingo games to non-Indians coming from outside the

reservations.” 480 U.S. at 216. State action is impermissible if it “interferes or is

incompatible with federal and tribal interests reflected in federal law, unless the

state interests at stake are sufficient to justify the assertion of state authority.” Id.

Interest-balancing under binding precedent is required when State action

targets tribal activity on tribal land in the context of their dealings with non-Indians

because such action may infringe on tribal sovereignty. See, e.g., Mashantucket

Pequot Tribe v. Town of Ledyard, 722 F.3d 457, 467 (2d Cir. 2013) (“[T]he initial

and frequently dispositive question in Indian tax cases is who bears the legal

incidence of the tax.”). In Mashantucket, this Court weighed the relevant interests

because “[t]he tax is levied upon slot machines because they are located in the

State of Connecticut—[which were] on the Tribe’s reservation.” Id. at 471-72. In

other words, the underlying activity that was the target of the tax was the on-

reservation use of slot machines. Thus, the threshold test is not geography, but

rather, whether the target of the State’s action is the reservation and the tribe’s

transaction with a non-tribal member. Cf. Wagnon v. Prairie Band Potawatomi

Nation, 546 U.S. 95, 113-15 (2005) (fuel tax did not target the reservation because
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it would have applied regardless whether the fuel was transferred on- or off-

reservation, thus interest weighing not required).

Here, the District Court erred by failing to conduct this interest-weighing

analysis. It simply ignored the target of the State’s actions and held that “the

activity the State seeks to regulate is taking place in New York, off of the Tribes’

lands.” Op. at 11 (A-279). There is no dispute that the State’s campaign targets

the reservation and seeks to burden the Tribes’ transactions with non-Indians. See

Shotton Decl. Ex. C (Letter from DFS to financial institutions) at A-63 (State

“requesting” banks to “choke off ACH access” to Appellants) (emphasis added).

Thus, this case falls squarely under the analytical framework required under

Bracker and Cabazon, and the District Court erred by failing to weigh the federal,

tribal, and state interests to determine if a “state law … is ‘unlawfully infring[ing]

on the right of reservation Indians to make their own laws and be ruled by them.’”

Mashantucket, 722 F.3d at 471 (citing Wagnon, 546 U.S. at 110).

Moreover, the fact that the Tribal businesses are conducted online raises new

and developing issues concerning e-commerce and tribal sovereignty for which a

purely geographic framework is problematic and for which the interest-weighing

framework is perfectly suited.5 The Supreme Court has applied this framework for

5 This case does, however, present a unique analysis from prior precedents,
which typically concern state action relating to bricks-and-mortar tribal businesses.
The Tribes’ businesses, however, are modern e-commerce enterprises that involve
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over 30 years when wrestling with difficult questions involving state authority over

on-reservation activity. See, e.g., Colville, 447 U.S. 134 (1980).

The District Court failed to appreciate the propriety of a Bracker analysis

when it summarily rejected relevant on-reservation aspects of the transactions;

essentially ignoring the facts that consumers effectively traveled to Tribal lands via

the Internet, entered into loan contracts with the Tribes, and consented to be bound

by Tribal laws. See Op. at 9 (A-277). By analogy, when determining the center of

gravity for choice-of-law purposes, courts consider: (1) the place of contracting;

(2) the place of negotiation; (3) the place of performance; (4) the location of the

subject matter; and (5) the domicile or place of business of the contracting parties.

See GlobalNet Financial.Com, Inc. v. Frank Crystal & Co., 449 F.3d 377, 383 (2d

Cir. 2006).

both on and off-reservation contacts. As Judge Sullivan noted during oral
argument, “[m]uch of the analysis under the law predates this sort of internet age.”
Transcript of Hearing at 34 (A-238). Moreover, Wagnon involved taxation. Id. at
113 (describing “efforts to establish ‘bright-line standard[s]’ in the context of tax
administration”) (citations omitted). Bracker and Cabazon apply here because the
State action directly targets on-reservation businesses and the Tribes’ transactions
with non-Indians. See Ward v. New York, 291 F. Supp. 2d 188, 202 (W.D.N.Y.
2003) (balancing analysis applied to state enforcement of a law prohibiting direct
shipments of cigarettes to New York citizens by an on-reservation business run by
tribal members who solicited sales online); see also Wagnon, 546 U.S. at 116, 124-
25 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (“No ‘bright-line’ test is capable of achieving such an
accommodation [between federal, tribal, and state interests] with respect to state
taxes formally imposed on non-Indians, but impacting on-reservation ventures.”).
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The place of contracting is the place where the last act necessary to form a

contract is completed. See AIU Ins. Co. v. TIG Ins. Co., No. 07-7052, 2012 WL

8138275, at *10 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 16, 2012). Here, no contract exists until the

Tribes approve the consumer application. Similarly, Tribal authority over loan

approval, origination of funds, and governance of contract terms demonstrates that

the transactions are intimately tied to on-reservation decision-makers. Courts have

also recognized that the place of performance is the place where repayment is

made—in this case, also on-reservation. See Sabella v. Scantek Med., Inc., No. 08-

453, 2009 WL 3233703, at *15 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 25, 2009) (finding that parties

performed in the place to which they wired funds); Arcouet v. Papp, 190 N.Y.S.2d

549, 551 (Sup. Ct. Nassau Cnty. 1959) (finding that parties performed in the place

where the loan was repaid). The final factor—domicile—does not favor either

party as the Tribes are on-reservation and consumers are off-reservation. The

weight of these factors, however, puts the center of gravity of these transactions

squarely on Tribal land. See, e.g., Payday Fin., 2013 WL 1309437, at *3 (“The

Borrower’s conduct directed toward the Reservation includes applying to a

reservation-based business for a loan, agreeing with the reservation-based business

to a loan, and receiving of funds from a reservation business under a loan

contract.”). As a result, interest-weighing is necessary.
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C. The Tribes Are Likely To Succeed on the Merits

Under the applicable interest-weighing framework, the State’s campaign has

abrogated Tribal sovereignty. “[E]ven when a state law is not barred by the text or

plain implication of a federal statute, ‘it may unlawfully infringe on the right of

reservation Indians to make their own laws and be ruled by them.’” Mashantucket,

722 F.3d at 471 (citing Bracker, 448 U.S. at 142). Under this “flexible” test, a

court must weigh the various interests at issue. See id.

1. State Interests

The State’s interests here are comparatively weak and diluted. First,

although the State purports to be seeking to protect New York consumers, in fact,

short-term lending at rates above 16% remains available from certain licensed

lenders in New York. See N.Y. Banking Law § 351 (permitting licensed lenders to

charge agreed-upon interest rates over 16% for loans under $25,000); In re

Watkins, 240 B.R. 668 (E.D.N.Y. 1999); Beneficial N.Y. Inc. v. Stewart, 884

N.Y.S.2d 643 (Sup. Ct. Kings Cnty. 2009).

Second, certain state or federally chartered banks may export their home

state’s interest rates to New York residents, even at rates prohibited by New York

(civil or criminal) usury laws. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 85, 1831d(a).6

6 For example, the Center for Responsible Lending has noted that for states
like New York, with stringent usury caps, borrowers turn to banks for their
pressing needs. See Susanna Montezemolo, Payday Lending Abuses and
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Third, the State has failed to identify any particularized harm caused by

Tribal lending in New York that would justify putting the Tribes out of business.

Instead, it alleges unsubstantiated harms caused by online lenders generally.

Moreover, it appears that the State has been content for years to allow its residents

to take out “payday loans.” See Declaration of Debra C. Brookes ¶ 5 (A-116)

(noting that the State began its investigation “on or before February 2013”). And

even today, it has opportunistically singled out only 35 lenders, all of them e-

commerce lenders, as targets of its campaign.

Finally, and most fundamentally, there is no State interest in the deliberate

destruction of a tribal enterprise half-way across the country.

2. Tribal Interests

The District Court also erred by giving no weight to the Tribes’ right to

develop Tribal commercial enterprises to obtain “self-determination and economic

development.” Cabazon, 480 U.S. at 216, 219. As discussed above, online

lending generates about half of each Tribe’s revenue and has become an essential

resource for their survival.

Predatory Practices, The State of Lending in America & Its Impact on U.S.
Households (Ctr. for Responsible Lending), Sept. 2013, at 14, available at
http://www.responsiblelending.org/state-of-lending/reports/10-Payday-Loans.pdf.
Notably, banks in this space offer loans with APRs “ranging from 225% to
300%.” See Rebecca Borné & Peter Smith, Bank Payday Lending, The State of
Lending in America & Its Impact on U.S. Households (Ctr. For Responsible
Lending), Sept. 2013, at 2, available at http://www.responsiblelending.org/state-
of-lending/reports/9-Bank-Payday-Loans.pdf.
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A tribe’s “interest in raising revenues for essential governmental programs

. . . is strongest when the revenues are derived from value generated on the

reservation by activities involving the [t]ribes.” Colville, 447 U.S. at 156-57.7 In

Cabazon, the Supreme Court found that there was a strong tribal interest because

“the Tribes are not merely importing a product onto the reservations for immediate

resale to non-Indians.” 480 U.S. at 219. The tribes there “built modern facilities

which provide recreational opportunities and ancillary services to their patrons,

who do not simply drive on the reservations, make purchase and depart, but spend

extended periods of time there enjoying the services the Tribes provide.” Id. The

games also provided employment for tribal members and the profits provided vital

income for the tribes. Id. at 205.

Similarly, in Mescalero, an Indian tribe “committed substantial time and

resources to the development of other sources of income.” 462 U.S. at 327. It

constructed a hunting and fishing resort and committed a “substantial development

of the reservation’s hunting and fishing resources.” Id. The efforts “provide

employment opportunities for members of the Tribe, and the sale of hunting and

fishing licenses and related services generates income which is used to maintain

7 In Colville, the Supreme Court found that a tribe did not have a strong
interest where a state sought to impose cigarette taxes on tribal smokeshops that
sold tax exempt cigarettes to non-Indians because “[i]t is painfully apparent that
the value marketed by the smokeshops to persons coming from outside is not
generated on the reservations by activities in which the Tribes have a significant
interest.” 447 U.S. at 155.
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the tribal government and provide services to Tribe members.” Id. There, the

Supreme Court held that the state was prohibited from asserting its hunting and

fishing regulations on non-tribal members on the reservation because the state

interest in lost revenues was “likely to be insubstantial” compared to the tribal

interests because “the activity involved here concerns value generated on the

reservation by the Tribe.” Id. at 343.

Online lending falls squarely under this “value generated on the reservation”

class of business that requires heightened protection. The Tribes have committed

substantial resources to developing their businesses. They have established the

infrastructure and developed the business relationships required to provide loans

otherwise unavailable to its consumers. Brandon Decl. ¶¶ 26-27 (A-93). The

Tribes are not merely marketing an exemption from law but rather provide a

valuable service. Shotton Supp. Decl. ¶ 11 (A-290); Brandon Decl. ¶ 26 (A-93).

The Tribes have also established elaborate laws, codes, and regulatory bodies

under Tribal law that provide protections to their customers. Shotton Decl. ¶¶ 17-

19 (A-41); Williams Decl. ¶¶ 16-18 (A-79-80).

Tribal lending is thus a value-creating enterprise through which the Tribes

can achieve self-sufficiency. In a real sense, this case presents the present day
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equivalent to Cabazon.8 The Tribes are using e-commerce to develop their own

businesses in the same way as so many others have all across the country. This

case thus raises the question whether tribal sovereignty means that the Tribes can

participate fully in the modern business world, or whether they are strictly confined

to face-to-face business on the reservation, on pain of being crippled by action

taken by any state in the country.

If it is not stopped, the State’s campaign will destroy the Tribes’ ability to

lend not just to New Yorkers, but to consumers throughout the country. Moreover,

the District Court’s failure to conduct any interest-weighing and its disregard of the

potential destruction of a Tribal e-commerce business as “a mere collateral

consequence” have substantial implications for the sovereign rights of Indian tribes

and their ability to participate in the modern Internet economy.

8 Just like the tribes that developed gaming economies in Cabazon, the
Tribes have few alternative revenue sources, no significant tax base, and limited
government funds to rely on. Brandon Decl. ¶¶ 15, 18 (A-91) (noting that reduced
federal funding has created a need for “a meaningful avenue to pursue economic
development” and discussing tribal pursuit of gaming opportunities). The Tribes
have found a source of relief through online lending, which is now severely
threatened as a result of the State’s actions. See H.R. Rep. 99-488, Supplemental
Views of Mr. Udall, at 27-29 (“It is even more understandable that Indian tribes
would turn to” gaming revenue because they are “reliant upon Federal funds and
programs to provide even the most basic needs.… No segment of our population
has been more devastated by reductions in Federal programs [than] the tribes.”);
see also Declaration of Katherine Splide ¶¶ 16, 18 (A-105) (noting that American
Indian poverty remains at twice the national average).
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3. Federal Interests

Finally, the District Court gave no consideration to the other federal interests

at issue. The Supreme Court has consistently held that the inquiry regarding

whether “state jurisdiction [interferes or is incompatible] with federal and tribal

interests reflected in federal law” is to proceed in light of “traditional notions of

Indian sovereignty and the congressional goal of Indian self-government, including

its ‘overriding goal’ of encouraging tribal self-sufficiency and economic

development.” Cabazon, 480 U.S. at 216 (citations omitted).

This interest has been articulated in a long history of legislation, including

the Indian Reorganization Act, the Indian Self Determination and Education

Assistance Act of 1975, and the Tribal Self-Governance Act of 1994. For

example, the Self Determination Act noted that the U.S. government has a

congressional obligation to help the Indian people achieve self-determination. See

25 U.S.C. § 450a(a). It further states that the federal government, having failed to

meet this obligation, should be involved in tribal programs that create economic

opportunities and strengthen tribal governments. See 25 U.S.C. § 450a(b).

The federal interest in tribal independence and self-determination is a

paramount concern. In Ramah, for example, the Supreme Court admonished lower

courts not to give “short shrift” to the important federal policies favoring tribal
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self-sufficiency simply because specific federal regulations were not presented.

458 U.S. at 846-47.

More recently, Dodd-Frank and the creation of the CFPB have demonstrated

the federal government’s interest in consistent regulation of the consumer finance

marketplace nationwide. See Pub. L. No. 111-203 (2010); 12 U.S.C. § 5491. As

an initial matter, Dodd-Frank made clear that the Tribes are co-equal with the

States for purposes of regulatory enforcement of consumer protection laws. See 12

U.S.C. § 5481(27) (defining “State” to include tribes). Thus, this regulatory

regime contemplates coordination between the Tribes and the States, led by the

CFPB, to promote consistent regulatory treatment of short-term loans.

Congress has also articulated its desire to use measured regulation to ensure

the continued availability of short-term loans to consumers. In stark contrast to the

State’s overzealous campaign, Congress has recognized the importance of uniform

regulation and preserving consumer access to these products. See 12 U.S.C.

§ 5495 (the CFPB shall coordinate among federal and state regulators to “promote

consistent regulatory treatment”); H.R. Rep. 113-23 (2013) (the Committee on

Financial Services will oversee the CFPB to ensure that it regulates “without

stifling economic growth, job creation, or reasonable access to credit”). The

State’s actions now threaten to disrupt that balance by targeting Tribal lenders and

their relationships with consumers, not only in New York, but nationwide. The
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District Court erred by ignoring the federal government’s interests in tribal

sovereignty, uniform consumer protection regulation, and coordinated

implementation of a nationwide regulatory scheme.

IV. THE BALANCE OF HARDSHIPS FAVORS THE TRIBES

Lastly, the Tribes are in danger of losing businesses that fund critical

services on their reservations. In contrast, the State will suffer no apparent harm

from a grant of injunctive relief while this case is pending. Indeed, the State has

declined to take any action on the tribal lending business for years.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Appellants respectfully request that the Court

reverse the holding of the District Court.
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